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Abstract 
Let R denote either a group algebra over a field of characteristic p > 3 or the restricted 
enveloping algebra of a restricted Lie algebra over a field of characteristic p > 2. Viewing R as 
a Lie Algebra in the natural way, our main result states that R satisfies a law of the form 
ccx1>x2> “. ~x”I~cx”+1~x,+2~ ... ~x,+,I~x”+,+Il = 0 
if and only if R is Lie nilpotent. It is deduced that R is commutative provided p > 2 max {m, n}. 
Group algebras over fields of characteristic p = 3 are shown to be Lie nilpotent if they satisfy an 
identity of the form 
ccxi,x 2, ... >X”1,CX,+1>X”+2> ... rX”+,ll = 0. 
It was previously known that Lie centre-by-metabelian group algebras are commutative 
provided p > 3, and that a Lie soluble group algebra of derived length n is commutative if its 
characteristic exceeds 2”. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16S30, 16S34, 17B35, 2OCO5, 2OCO7 
1. Introduction 
Let k be an arbitrary field of characteristic p. Any associative k-algebra R can be 
viewed as a Lie k-algebra with Lie multiplication defined by [x, y] = xy - yx, x, 
y E R. Longer Lie commutators of R are defined inductively as follows: 
ccxi,xa, ... ,x,+11 = C[XI,-G, . . . ,47xn+~l and CX,.+IY~ = CCX,.YI,YI. For sub- 
spaces A, B c R we let [A, B] denote the linear span of all the elements [a, b], where 
a E A and b E B. Often we shall write A’ for [A, A]. The lower central and derived 
series of R are defined inductively by yl(R) = 6,(R) = R, y,+,(R) = [y,(R), R] and 
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6,+,(R) = 6,(R)‘. R is said to be Lie nilpotent if there is an n such that y,(R) = 0, and 
Lie soluble if there is an n such that 6,(R) = 0. The upper central series of R is defined 
by ii(R) = i(R), the centre of R, and in+ l(R)II,(R) = I(RIS,(R)). 
Let G be a group and denote by kG its group algebra over k. The Lie structure of 
group algebras was studied by Passi et al. [l]. There they characterised Lie soluble 
and Lie nilpotent group algebras in terms of structure of G. Refer to Theorem 3.1 for 
a statement of the odd characteristic ase. In a similar vein, Rosenberger and Levin 
[S] and Sharma and Srivastava [7] studied Lie metabelian and Lie centre-by-meta- 
belian group algebras, respectively. Sharma and Srivastava’s primary result is that Lie 
centre-by-metabelian group algebras are commutative when the characteristic ex- 
ceeds 3. Here, using a different echnique, we shall generalise this theorem in two ways. 
First we show that if kG satisfies any law of the form [y,,,(kG), y,(kG), kG] = 0, then kG 
is Lie nilpotent - provided p > 3. Second we shall deduce that if kG satisfies uch a law 
where p > 2 max (m, n} then G is in fact abelian. It should be pointed out that Shalev 
[6] has proved that a Lie soluble group algebra is commutative provided char(k) > 2”, 
where &(kG) = 0. 
We begin, however, by making a similar study of another class of associative 
algebras, namely the class of restricted enveloping algebras. Our starting point is the 
characterisation of Lie soluble and Lie nilpotent enveloping algebras provided by 
Shalev and the first author in [3]. Theorem 2.2 is a summary of those results. Besides 
being interest in itself, the enveloping algebras case will serve as a guide for the more 
delicate group ring case. 
2. Enveloping algebras 
The following simple lemma will play a key role throughout. 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be any associative ring. If R satisjies the property that 
[y,,(R)‘,R] = 0 for some positive integer n, then 
II%-IYILX ,n+fYl+ CXmY12 =o 
for all x, y E R. 
Proof. Put z, = [x,, y] for each m 2 1. Notice that z,_ i y = [xy,“_ i y] E yn(R), and 
so z,_ 1 z, = - [z,_ 1 y, z,_ 1] E y”(R)‘. The result now follows from the identity 
z,-lz"+1+~,2 = c&I-IZmYI. 0 
Let us next recall the result of Riley and Shalev mentioned in the Introduction. 
Theorem 2.2 (Riley and Shalev [3]). Let R = u(L) be the restricted enveloping algebra 
of an arbitrary restricted Lie algebra over afield of characteristic p > 2. Then 
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(1) R is Lie soluble if and only if L’ isJinite dimensional and the p-map acts nilpotently 
on L’. 
(2) R is Lie nilpotent if and only if L is nilpotent, L’ is finite dimensional, and the 
p-map acts nilpotently on L’. 
We are ready to prove our first result. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that p > 2 and R = u(L) satisfies the property that 
[y,,(R), y,(R), R] = 0 for some n, r 2 1. Then L is nilpotent and R is Lie nilpotent. 
Proof. We lose no generality by assuming that r = n. R is clearly Lie soluble, so that 
by Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that L is nilpotent. Since dim(L’) < co, necessarily 
dim(L/cz(L)) < co (see Lemma 2.3 of [2], for example). Therefore, by Engle’s the- 
orem it is enough to prove that L is (n + l)-Engel. Suppose then to the contrary and 
choose elements x, y E L such that z, = [x,, y] # 0 for all m < n + 1. By Lemma 2.1 
above, we have 
z,_iz,+i + z,” = 0. 
We claim, however, that z, _ 1, z, and z, + I are necessarily linearly independent over 
the base field. Because p > 2, this would contradict the Poincar&--Birhkhoff-Witt 
theorem (PBW) for restricted enveloping algebras (refer to [8], for example). Let us 
consider two cases. First suppose that we have a dependence relation z, = az, _ i, for 
some a~ k*. Then z,+~ = u2z,_i, so that from above we find that 2a2z,Z_ i = 0. But 
then z, _ I = 0, a contradiction. Consequently, we can assume that z, + 1 = bz, _ 1 + cz, 
for some b, c E k, so that bz$ I + cz,_ 1 z, + z,” = 0. But then PBW forces {zn_ i, z,,) to 
be linearly dependent, which is impossible by the first case. Thus the claim is verified 
and L is indeed (n + l)-Engel. 0 
Next we shall deduce a condition on the characteristic which ensures that L 
is in fact abelian. Part (1) is probably well-known and is included here only for 
comparison. 
Corollary 2.4. Let R = u(L). 
(1) ZfyJR) = 0 and p > n - 1, then L is abelian. 
(2) If [y”(R)‘, R] = 0 and p > 2n, then L is abelian. 
In particular, for all p > 3, R is Lie centre-by-metabelian if and only if L is abelian. 
Proof. From the theorem we know L is at least nilpotent. So, if L is not abelian, then 
there exists a, b E L such that [a, b] is a non-trivial central element of L. It is simple to 
check that [a,,ab] = ~[a, b]” for each m 2 1. Consequently, in the situation of 
part (I), 
0 = [a,,_ 1 ab] = a[a, b]“- ‘. 
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Since p > n - 1, this implies that a and [a, b] are linearly dependent by the PBW 
theorem. This however, is impossible because a is non-central. Part (1) then follows. 
Next suppose that the law in part (2) holds. Using Lemma 2.1 it follows that 
0 = [a,,- 1 abl C&l+ 1 ab] + [a,, aby = a* [a, b]2” + (u[u, b]“)2 = 2aZ[u, b]2n. 
But again, this contradicts the PBW theorem when p > 2n. 0 
3. Group rings 
The corresponding results for group rings rely on the following theorem of Passi 
et al. 
Theorem 3.1(Passi et al. Cl]). Let R = kG be the group ring of a group G over a jeld 
k of characteristic p > 2. Then: 
(1) R is Lie soluble if and only if G’ is a jinite p-group. 
(2) R is Lie nilpotent if and only if G is nilpotent and G’ is a finite p-group. 
We begin with the p > 3 case. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R = kG be the group ring of a group G over afield k of characteristic 
p > 3. If R sutisjies a law of the form [yn(R), y,(R), R] = 0, then G is nilpotent and R is 
Lie nilpotent. 
Proof. We may assume that r = n. Since R is Lie soluble, it follows from the lemma 
that G’ is a finite p-group. Thus it remains only to show that G is nilpotent. Let us now 
make a series of reductions. First, notice that it suffices to assume that G is finite 
soluble. Indeed, the finiteness of G’ forces the finiteness of G/[,(G) according to 
a theorem of Philip Hall. See 14.53. of [4]. Thus we may replace G by G/[,(G). Next, 
let S be the (normal) Sylow p-subgroup containing G’, and let H be its Hall com- 
plement. Since H is a p’-group and H’ E G’ is a p-group, clearly H is abelian. We may 
also assume S is abelian by replacing G with G/S’ since S is nilpotent. See 5.2.10 of [4]. 
Hence, it is enough to prove that H is contained in the centraliser of S. Consequently, 
we may assume that H is cyclically generated by a, where c( has order of a power of 
a prime number 4 different from p. Finally, observe that the law [y,,(R)‘, R] = 0 is 
a homogeneous multilinear law and hence is preserved under the extension of scalars; 
thus we can assume without loss of generality that the field k is algebraically closed. 
Choose an m such that pm 2 n - 1 and let /3 = cY”. Then (p) = (a) and 
Im(ad(aP”)) = Im(ad(cc)P”) c y,(R), 
where ad is the usual adjoint map. Consequently, we have the law 
c cx, PI> CY, PI, 21 = 0; 
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in other words, 
is central in kG for all x,y E S. Rewriting this using /Ix = xsj we find that for each 
x,y E S the element 
(xyP - xyp2 + xpyp* - yxo + yxfi2 - ypxqp2 
is central in kG. (Note that kS is a k (8) -module in the obvious way, so expressions of 
the form x’(O) where t(p) E k(p) are well-defined; we shall use this convention to ease 
the notation.) Taking y = x2 shows us that the element 
(x 
1+2p _ x1+2B~ + x8+2/J* _ x2+/3 + x2+82 _ x2L7+P)f12 
is central. In particular it must commute with j?; so 
xl+2p _ x1+2/?2 + xa+2L32 _ x2+/J + x2+8* _ ,2P+P 
= xP+28* _ x8+2/33 + x82+2P3 _ x2P+Pz + x2B+P3 _ x2Bz+P3. 
Therefore we have only the following possibilities: 
1 x1+28 = x1+2B2 j x28 =x282 * x2 = x28. , or 
2. X’+2B =x2+8 a x = x0; or 
3 x1+28 = x20+P * x = xB3; or 
4 xl+2D = xP2+2B’ 
If the last possibility occurs, then we must have either 
4 1 x2+Bz = x2+8 . . * x = xB; or 
42 x2+B2 = xi+2B2 
4;3; x2+8= = x21(+89. 
=~-x=x~~;or 
Again, if the last case occurs, then either 
4 3.1. x1 t2a2 = xP+~P which together with x’+‘~ = x82+283 yields x38 = x382 and 
hence x3 = x3p; or 
4.3.2. xi+2p2 = x2bztp3 and x2+0 = xp+2a3 which yield x = xp3. 
Observe now that since S is a p-group and p > 3, either of the relations x2 = x28 or 
x3 = x3p implies x = xB so that an inspection of the list of possibilities above shows 
that we must have x = xF6 for all x in S. In other words, /I” is central in G. Since fi is 
not central (for otherwise there is nothing left to prove), it follows that the order of the 
group G/c(G) is divisible by 2 or 3. On the other hand, its order is of the form pSqf, so 
that q = 2 or q = 3. It follows that /I’ E i(G) or j” E i(G). We shall show that neither of 
these situations is possible unless /I centralises S. 
Suppose first that p2 E i(G). If /I is not central, we can choose x in S such that xB # x. 
Set a = x- xB. Then uB = - a and a3 # 0. Indeed, if this were not the case then 
0 = u3 = x3 _ 3x2+8 + 3xi+28 _ x38, 
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so that x3 = x3p and hence xa = x, contrary to our choice of x. Now consider that 
[a,~]=ap-pa=ap-u~~=2u~; 
CdLPI = Ca,BlP = 2aB2; and 
Ku, PI, i-4,81 1 = 4 CUB, @‘I = - 4~ [a, PI O2 = - 8a2B2. 
Recalling that [a, j?] and [u/I, B] are members of y,(R) and that b2 is central, we 
discover that the element u’/I must be central in kG. But this is not the case: 
(u”fl)u = u2uap = - u3/? # u3/? = u(u2/?). 
This shows that j?‘$[(G). 
Suppose, then that p3 E [ (G). Again, choose an x in S such that x # x0 and put 
a = x + 02xB + wx@‘, where o is the 3rd primitive root of unity. (Remember k is 
algebraically closed.) Then clearly uB = ou. Also u2 # 0 because 
a2 = x2 + c&p + w2x2p2 + 2(xB+Bz + cJx1+p2 + &x’+B) 
and the only admissible cancellation of the terms in the latter expression occurs when 
x2 = xWz = x28 , which would imply x = xB and violate our choice of x. Observe next 
that 
Ca,PI = (1 - 44% 
Cd, Bl = [a, 81 B = (1 - 44’; 
CC4PI~C4PII = (1 - ~)2C&a821 
= (1 - W)2(UU~ - a#)/33 
= (1 - C0)30Xz2p3; 
and so, finally, 
0 = CC% PI, Cd, PI, Bl = 41 - WI3 Ca2P3, PI 
= w(1 - c#[u2~],/33 
= w(I - N3(da,P1 + Ca, 814P” 
= w( 1 - CD)4 (C.22~ + uus fl) 83 
= o(1 - 0)4(1 + o)u”/3? 
However, ~(1 - c~)~(l + CD) # 0 and fi is invertible, so that uz = 0, contradicting the 
discussion above. Hence /I does indeed centralise S. This proves that our original 
group G, prior to the reductions, must have been nilpotent. 0 
In a similar way, we shall prove the following superficially weaker result for the case 
p = 3. In fact, it is the best possible general results of its type since the group ring 
F3Sym(3) is well known to be Lie centre-by-metabelian but not Lie nilpotent. It is 
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interesting that no such example occurs in the class of restricted enveloping algebras 
of characteristic 3. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R = kG be the group ring of a group G over a$eld k of characteristic 
3. If R satisfies a law of the form [y,,(R), y,(R)] = 0, then G is nilpotent and R is Lie 
nilpotent. 
Proof. As in the preceding proof, we may assume that r = n and that G is a semi-direct 
product of a finite abelian 3-group S by a group H which is cyclically generated by ~1, 
where a has order a power of a prime number 4 different from 3. 
Choose an m such that 3” 2 n - 1 and observe that 
Im(ad(a3”)) = Im(ad(a)3”) c y”(R). 
Therefore if we write p = ~1~“’ wehave 
ccx~IncY~B11 = 0; 
that is, 
CX? PI CY, PI = CY, 81 C% PI 
for all x, y E S. 
Because S is abelian, we obtain the following identity for the group ring kS: 
xyfi - xy”l + x@yPZ = yxp - yxfiz + yfix? 
Putting y = x2 we obtain 
Xl+28 _ x1+2p + 9+282 = x2+8 _ x2+P* + x2B+B2. 
Consequently, for every x in S one of the following must hold: 
1 X’+28 = x1+2i7~ j 9 = x2B. > or 
2. x’+~@ =x2+8 j xfl= x’ or 
3. Xl+21J = xzg+82 =x=xB2. 
All the possibilities lead to (x’)~* = x2. But S is a 3-group, and so every element is 
a square. It follows that /I” centralises S (and hence lies in i(G))_ 
Finally then, suppose there exists an element x E S such that xfi # x. Putting 
a = x - xB, it is easy to see that a2 # 0 and a$ = - a. Recall now that [a,,?] = 
Ca,, 3 -a] E y,(R) and similarly that [a/?, j?] E yn(R}. It follows that afl and a/l’ lie in y,(R) 
since 
[a,P] = afi - /?a = (a - aa)jl = 2afi 
and 
C&I, PI = [a, Bl B = W2. 
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However, 
[ap,a/?] = a[a, p-Jp2 = 2a2/?3 # 0, 
contradicting our assumption that y,(R) is abelian. Thus, /?, and hence CI, must 
centralise S. This establishes the nilpotent of G. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let R = kG be a group ring of an arbitrary group G over a field k of 
characteristic p. 
(1) Ify,,(R) = 0 and p > n - 1, then G is abelian. 
(2) Zf [yn (R)‘, R] = 0 and p > 2n, then G is ubeliun. 
In particular, R is Lie centre-by-metubelian if and only if G is ubeliun, provided p > 3. 
Proof. Part (1) is well known and straightforward. From the theorem above we may 
assume that G is nilpotent but not abelian. Therefore let b be an element of the second 
centre of G that is not central. Choose a E G with (a, b) := a- lb- ’ ab # 1. Since (a, b) 
is central and [a, b] = bu((u, b) - l), clearly [a, b] commutes with bu and hence ab. 
Now, it is not difficult to check that [a,,ab] = a[~, b]” for each m 2 1. Put 
c = (b- ‘, a-‘). One can also verify that [a, b] a = cu [a, b]. Consequently, if the law in 
part (2) holds, then Lemma 2.1 tells us that 
0 = [a,,-lablCa,,+l ab] + [a,, ab]’ = u[u, b]“-l u[a, b]“+’ + (a[u, b]“)2 
=c n-1u2[a,b]2” + cna2[u,b12” 
= c”-‘~~(1 + c)(bu)2”((a,b) - 1))2”. 
Since G’ is a p-group, 1 + c = 2 + (c - 1) is a unit in R. Thus ((a, b) - 1)2n = 0, 
contradicting the non-triviality of (a, b) since p > 2n by hypothesis. This proves that 
G is indeed abelian. 0 
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